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Key Selling Points
Journalling is a massive global trend
A unique approach to recording your thoughts, poems and inspiration using cloth, thread, found items and more
Follow the extensive techniques section, ideal for beginners or more experienced sewers
Tilly's previous book, Stitched Memories, has sold over 13,000 copies worldwide.

Description
Textile artists find inspiration all around them – from fleeting memories to treasured items, sketches, poems and photographs.
But how do you collect and record these precious thoughts and ideas? Tilly Rose shows you how, by creating stunning fabric and paper journals
filled with inspiration to spark your creativity. 

A lovingly created journal tells a story. It provides a fascinating glimpse into your world and is a beautiful object in its own right to be cherished
by generations to come. There are eight beautiful designs to choose from, incorporating a range of exciting techniques that include layering and
collage, hand embroidery, transferring your own designs to cloth, stamping, appliqué, embellishing, patchwork and free motion machine
embroidery.

All of the techniques are explained with clear instructions and step-by-step photographs, so even those who are just setting out on their creative
journey will find inspiration and all the know-how they need to make their own gorgeous daydream journals.

About the Author
Tilly Rose is a creative mixed media textile artist, designer, tutor and avid journaller. She is based in the beautiful Cambridgeshire Fens, UK, an
area that influences her designs amid her whole ethos of crafting for our own well-being. She feels deeply connected to Mother Earth and uses
her walks within the landscape to inspire her.

She combines traditional sewing techniques with a love of layering cloth, adding textures through surface stitching and embellishing to capture 
the everyday snippets of life, giving her designs a modern twist but always with a beautiful vintage flavour.

She holds workshops throughout the UK and online and is a guest presenter on craft TV channels, showcasing her products and needlecraft skills. 
She has hosted textile tours in India and there are plans to extend this to other countries.

Tilly is very active on Facebook and has over 14,000 followers on social media. She regularly exhibits at craft shows and exhibitions, as well as 
attending many online gatherings. Visit her website at www.tilly-rose.co.uk
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